### World Junior Synchronized Skating Championships® 2020, Nottingham / GBR

#### Official Practice

**Main Rink:**
- **09:05**
- **10:15**
- **11:30**
- **12:45**
- **13:45**
- **14:40**
- **15:00**
- **15:30**
- **15:55**
- **16:15**
- **16:55**
- **17:35**

**W/D Team:**
- CAN - TEAM LES SUPREMES JUNIOR
- CAN - TEAM NEXICE JUNIOR
- CAN - TEAM LES SUPREMES JUNIOR
- CAN - TEAM LES SUPREMES JUNIOR
- CAN - TEAM NEXICE JUNIOR
- CAN - TEAM LES SUPREMES JUNIOR
- CAN - TEAM NEXICE JUNIOR
- CAN - TEAM LES SUPREMES JUNIOR
- CAN - TEAM NEXICE JUNIOR
- CAN - TEAM LES SUPREMES JUNIOR
- CAN - TEAM NEXICE JUNIOR
- CAN - TEAM LES SUPREMES JUNIOR

#### Practice Rink

**00:20**

**Practice Practice W/D Team:**
- **08:30**
- **09:55**
- **10:15**
- **11:30**
- **12:45**
- **13:45**
- **14:40**
- **15:00**
- **15:30**
- **15:55**
- **16:55**
- **17:35**

**Team:**
- POL - TEAM ICE FIRE JUNIOR
- POL - TEAM ICE FIRE JUNIOR
- POL - TEAM ICE FIRE JUNIOR
- POL - TEAM ICE FIRE JUNIOR
- POL - TEAM ICE FIRE JUNIOR
- POL - TEAM ICE FIRE JUNIOR
- POL - TEAM ICE FIRE JUNIOR
- POL - TEAM ICE FIRE JUNIOR
- POL - TEAM ICE FIRE JUNIOR
- POL - TEAM ICE FIRE JUNIOR
- POL - TEAM ICE FIRE JUNIOR
- POL - TEAM ICE FIRE JUNIOR

### Off-Ice Event Schedule

**Opening Ceremony & Draw Ceremony**
- 19:00 Main Rink

**Wednesday, March 11**

- **19:00**
  - Coaches Meeting, Main Rink (spotlight, Level 4)

**Thursday, March 12**

- **10:00**
  - Technical Panel Meeting, Technical Panel Room
- **10:00**
  - Team Leaders Meeting, Main Rink (Spotlight, Level 4)
- **11:15**
  - Medical Meeting, Main Rink (Spotlight, Level 4)
- **14:45**
  - Referees and Technical Controllers Meeting, Judges Room
- **15:30**
  - Initial Judges Meeting, Judges Room - Team Programme
- **16:00**
  - Opening Ceremony & Draw Ceremony, Main Rink
- **20:30**
  - ISU and Judges Dinner, The Nottingham Council House (by invitation)

**Friday, March 13**

- **10:00**
  - Competition Short Program, Main Rink

**Opening Ceremony**
- **16:00**
  - Opening Ceremony, Main Rink

**16:05**
  - Judges Seating Order, Judges Room

**Competition Short Program**
- **16:50**
  - Competition Short Program, Main Rink

**Closing Ceremony**
- **17:45**
  - Judges Seating Order, Judges Room

**Competition Free Skating**
- **14:30**
  - Competition Free Skating, Main Rink

**Technical Panel Review Meeting, Technical Panel Room**
- **20:30**
  - Closing Party (Skaters), The Nottingham Council House

**Round Table Discussion, Main Rink (Spotlight, Level 4)**
- **08:00**
  - Round Table Discussion (Spotlight, Level 4)

### Closing Party (Skaters), The Nottingham Council House

**Friday, March 13**

**Main Rink:**
- **08:30**
- **09:55**
- **10:15**
- **11:30**
- **12:45**
- **13:45**
- **14:40**
- **15:00**
- **15:30**
- **15:55**
- **16:55**
- **17:35**

**W/D:**
- Warm up Area / Dressing Room

### Saturday, March 14

**Main Rink:**
- **08:30**
- **09:55**
- **10:15**
- **11:30**
- **12:45**
- **13:45**
- **14:40**
- **15:00**
- **15:30**
- **15:55**
- **16:55**
- **17:35**

**W/D:**
- Warm up Area / Dressing Room

Please note: this schedule is subject to change. A detailed day by day schedule will be provided upon accreditation.